Jill Ditmire is well-known in the Midwest as a popular television feature reporter.

But did you know that she is also a highly-respected international wine expert?

Jill is a member of the American Wine Society (AWS) and is a Certified AWS Wine Judge. She offers Indiana wine and food seminars at the AWS annual convention and has hosted “Women on Wine” tasting and classes in Indianapolis.

She has been an invited judge at the Indy International Wine Competitions (the third largest competition in the US) since 1999. Jill has served as a judge at numerous other wine competitions, including the San Francisco Chronicle Wine Competition, the World Wine Market International, Sonoma County Harvest Festival Wine Competition, and the Michigan Great Lakes Great Wines Competition.

Jill is a feature reporter for WISH-TV Weekend Daybreak Show in Indianapolis. She produces and hosts The Good Life with Jill Ditmire which offers viewers a culinary adventure into the world of food and wine of Indiana, the Midwest, and around the world. The show is broadcast on various PBS television stations in Indiana and Kentucky.

Jill shares her wine wit and wisdom weekly during the “So Many Wines with Jill Ditmire” segment of Too Many Cooks heard on the local NPR station in Indianapolis.

Jill is the owner of Mass Ave Wine Shoppe, home of the “Wall of Wine: 50 under $15.” Jill is a popular speaker on the topics of food and wine, and hosts private wine tasting events.

Jill is a graduate of Butler University.